UNDER 16 SESSION PLANNER

What Area's Should be covered in these sessions
• Skill Development
• Individual Defending & Attacking
• Team Defending & Attacking
• Decision Making
• Team Play
• Conditioned Games
• Specific Game Scenarios
• Tactics
• Speed Endurance
• Strength and Conditioning

Warm up
Warm up should consist of Gaelic 15 Warm up for Gaelic football.
Make sure to incorporate the ball into the warm up.

(15 min)

Kicking in Pairs
25-yard kick passes into space try and have the ball bounce once before your partner wins
it.
Receiver to attack the ball. Rotate your partner every 2 mins and use both legs.

(6 mins)

1 V 1's

2 Goals and Goalies in area is from the main goal to 45.
First yellow guy attacks the red goal and tries to get a goal.
Straight away after his attack he turns to defensive mode and gets to within a yard of the
guy in red who attacks the yellow goal. You attack you defend keep rotating.
Defenders should concentrate and body position, near hand tackle trying to stay in the
game don't leave your man get a free shot at goal.
(12 mins)

Game 1

Possession game in a box 30 × 30 out in the middle of the field. 6 V 6
Team must make 5 consecutive passes and then they attack a goal. 1 play allowed
We want to see guys breaking at pace into space as soon as they make the 5 passes in the
box to get the ball up to the scoring area as quick as possible.
(10 mins)
Game 2 Breaking Ball Game

4V4
Coach throws up Ball between the 2 V 2 in the middle but they can't win the ball cleanly
they try and tap it down to their partner. Guys on outside Sprint around cone and try and
win the breaking ball and attack the goal trying to work a goal. 1 play allowed and you want
your guys to make good decisions on the ball.
Put another 8 in after every 3 breaking balls

(12 mins)

Game 3 Full Game
1 play off the ball, put a big emphasis on quick ball into forwards and guys to play with a big
intensity.
( 10 mins)

Cool Down

Session 2
Warm up
Gaelic 15 Warm up and use 2 balls for players to work on basic skill execution
Kicking at The Posts

( 15 mins)
(5 mins)

Game 1

6 V 6 Game Reds V Yellows have 2 Games going.

(12 mins)

Aim of the game is to release your teammates in your box by playing a good accurate pass
into the box. This game gets guys to Focus on playing with the head up and switching the
play move the ball away from the traffic.
Great opportunity for the coach to punish poor decision making by giving ball to the
opposition. Each team plays each other. 3 minute games and 1 min for questions after each
game.
Game 2 Goal in Middle

(10 mins)

6 V 6 on either side of the goal. Yellows V Reds. Great game to work on all aspects of the
game. Guys have to be outside the white circle to kick a point. You can pass to a team mate

on the other side of the goal. Great game to get fellas playing with the head up and
switching the play.
Game 3
Backs and Forwards

(18 mins)

Use this game to work on kick outs from our goalie.
Also use it to work closely with our forwards to make good runs to make themselves
available.
Give both your backs and forwards different challenges every 4 mins.
Give them different game scenarios and bring them in for questioning
Try and get them to figure the answers out for themselves.
Cool Down

Session 3
Warm Up
Gaelic 15 Warm up with plenty of ball contacts.

(15 mins)

Kicking at The Posts
Ball each and soloing out around cones and kicking over the bar on the turn rotate between

both feet and both sides of the goals.

2 V 2's

(8 mins)

(12 mins)

Conditioned Games

4 small sided games
Each pitch 50m × 40m and 5 V 5 or 6 V 6.

(20 mins)

4 3 min games.
Game 1- Yellow face 2 reds who have the ball reds pass to yellow who turn and attack the 4
reds goal. 2 reds try and get back and support the 4 reds. After a score or when a ball goes
dead. Reverse sides.
Game 2- Reds kick ball over yellows heads to start game yellow team turn retrieve and
attack red goal. Reverse sides to restart.
Game 3- Red line up in a pyramid shape with the ball and attack yellow goal in that shape
with runners coming off the shoulder. Reverse sides to restart.
Game 4- Red start with the ball and play game as normal.
The above games give the players loads of touches, loads of decisions to make and a great
way to build fitness.

Full Game Set a challenge for each team e.g not to concede a goal for the red team and the
yellow team to get the ball into the inside line as quick as possible and have the half forward
line coming off them. Don't tell the other team your challenge for the game. Question both
teams after did they meet their challenge and if not why.

Session 4
Warm up
Gaelic 15 Warm up with plenty of ball contacts.

(15 mins)

Kicking at The Posts
3 channel is 1, 2 & 3

(12 mins)

In channel 1 yellow starts and solo’s and has to beat the red defender and kick a point.
In channel 2 yellow solo through the poles and goes for a goal.
In channel 3 yellow must beat 2 defenders and kick a point.
3 mins in each zone and keep rotating between attacking and defending in zones 1 & 3.

Game 1

Outnumbered game

(6 mins)

3 even teams but 2 teams play together e.g yellow and red have possession V blue.
If blue win possession which ever team that lost possession become the defenders.
Forces real work rate from the defending team.
Game 2
3 Goal Game 3 X 3 mins Games
Even numbers one team attacks 3 top goals other team attacks 3 bottom goals. Blue goals
are worth 1 point and red goals are worth 3 points. To score you must carry the ball through
the gates the opposition then get possession. This game encourages heads up football
keeping the ball out of contact and switching the play.
(12 mins)

Backs V Forwards

(15 mins)

Cool Down and Last Man Standing Point Kicking Competition if you miss your out

Session 5
Warm up
Gaelic 15 warm up with plenty of ball contacts

(15 mins)

Game 1
Collective Running Game
(10 mins)
12 V 12 on ¾ of the pitch. 6 V 6 between the 2 45s and 2 3 V 3 inside both 45's.
Ball starts from either goalie or a side-line ball or a free but the ball must be played into the
middle zone. Whichever team wins possession all the players in middle zone break and all
attack at pace they can get the ball into the inside line and try and support the inside line by
coming at pace from the middle zone.

Great game to build fitness and move at pace and support runners coming from deep.

Game 2
Channel Game

(10 mins)

Full Game have 5 channels with a line of cones dividing each channel.
You cannot play the ball to a team mate in the same channel as you.
Aim of the game is to get guys moving diagonally rather than running straight out against
the ball coming in. Also you are forcing the outfield players to kick the ball diagonally into
your forwards. This game also keeps width in the game which is what any attacking team
wants.

Game 3
Beat The Blanket

(10 mins)

12 V 12 in half a pitch. All attackers yellow start outside the zone. Game starts with a ball
from the half way line and yellows must work a point or a goal, if reds turn them over they
can score by working the ball through the 2 gates on either side. Game restarts from half
way line and all attackers outside the zone and defenders inside the zone.
Patient build up is key for this game and lots of decoy running by the forwards trying to
stretch the defence. Also if the defenders turn forwards over they attack at pace and with
support runners.

Full Game on half the pitch
Working on tactics and different scenarios you might face in a Game

Cool Down and cross bar challenge
Session 6
Warm up – 15 minutes

(15 mins)

Skill Development: Handling & Support Play – 10 minutes

3 v 3 Man Weave – 10 minutes

Attack the Zone – 10 minutes

Attack & Deny – 15 minutes

Session 7

Warm up - 15 minutes

Break and Shoot – 10 minutes

Breaking Ball Game – 12 minutes

Breaking Ball – 8 minutes

On the move – 15 minutes

Session 8

Warm up - 15 minutes

Kicking and Handling -10 minutes

Kick passing – 10 minutes

Skill Development: Combination Drill – 8 minutes

Decision Making – 12 minutes

Game: Through the Gates – 15 minutes

